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“ABM IS AN EVOLUTIONARY RESPONSE TO THE
INEFFICIENCY OF INBOUND MARKETING. INBOUND
CAN BE GREAT, BUT THERE IS NO CONTROL OVER
THE QUALITY OF THE LEADS. ALSO, IN THIS
FINANCIAL CLIMATE, COMPANIES CAN’T AFFORD
TO WAIT FOR VALUABLE ACCOUNTS TO STUMBLE
UPON THEIR CONTENT AND CONSIDER WHETHER
IT’S WORTHWHILE. YOUR ACCOUNTS NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT YOUR COMPANY AND BE CONVINCED
IT’S THE BEST.”
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DEFINING ABM
What is ABM?
Account-based marketing (ABM) is a
customer-centric strategy that requires
sales and marketing teams to collaborate
and efficiently focus resources on
the most advantageous account
opportunities. Together, these teams
orchestrate personalized engagement
with key buying influencers inside those
accounts.
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ABM is relevant for:
Though ABM can be used in most
companies, it is best used when
companies want to target high-value
account sales, especially deals over
$50,000. As ABM is a long-term game,
it typically requires a company to
have sales cycles spanning months
rather than days. Moreover, ABM gives
your company more bang for its buck
with accounts that have high growth
possibilities like renewals, upsells, or
cross-sells into different departments.

ABM
As defined by Engagio:
Account-based marketing is
a go-to-market strategy that
coordinates personalized
marketing and sales efforts to
land and expand target accounts

SHIFTING MINDSETS
From “Who’s interested in my products?”
to “Whom should we sell to?”

Unlike traditional marketing, one size does
not fit all. With ABM, your engagement efforts
target key buying influencers from accounts
that resemble your company’s ideal customer
profile.
ABM entails specificity, personalization,
and targeted strategic planning for each
account to help your company build a better
brand reputation and long-lasting client
relationships.
ABM is insight-driven and employs the
most effective strategies from both demand
generation and targeted prospecting.
To make these strategies work for your
company, you need to alter your mindset:
•
•
•
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From focusing on your company’s goals
to being buyer-focused.
From product-propelled to peoplepropelled.
From quantity of interactions and
accounts to quality content that provides
real, valuable utility to the buyer.

Lure people to your
site and convince
them to engage

Ambush them
with automated
emails

Identify target
accounts

Identify target
accounts
Engage them
in relevant,
personalized
campaigns

Cultivate longterm relationships
that foster new
opportunities

THE THREE PILLARS OF ABM

ENDURANCE
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TEAMWORK

SYNCHRONIZATION

The foundation of ABM is crossfunctional team collaboration. People
work as a team to create a datadriven ideal customer profile (ICP)
and then provide the ICP with the
best account-based experience.

With seamless coordination across
multiple chanels, you ensure each
account-based experience is
personalized and provides lifelong
value to prospective and existing
buyers.

With strong cross-team collaboration,
all teams function as one aligned
revenue team to create the most
appropriate target account list and
work on the same ABM strategy.

To accomplish this, teams must
work in tandem and have access
to the same up-to-date information
about each account profile and each
interaction with that account. That
way, every interaction is a relevant,
valuable interaction for the buyer.

The coordinated teams’ ability to
maintain continuous quality accountbased experiences is how your
company becomes a reliable resource
for your customers. Its how your
customers become lifelong advocates
of your brand. Endurance is key
because account-based experiences
are never-ending.

THE ROI OF ABM

Reduces resource waste
ABM is so targeted that it allows
marketers to focus resources efficiently.
In fact, you can run marketing programs
that specifically resonate with your
targeted accounts and their buying
influencers.
Personalizes and optimizes content
Your goal with ABM is to resonate
with your targeted accounts and their
buying influencers. Targeted account
personas are more likely to engage with
content specifically geared to them, their
business, and their stage in the buyer
journey.
Pushes attributed revenue
With strategic ABM, your teams can
understand how their account-centric
efforts across channels truly affect sales.
Clarifies tracking & measuring goals
Instead of an overwhelming set of
metrics from a broad set of leads,
your teams will look at a smaller set of
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target account metrics to analyze the
effectiveness of your email, ad, web, or
event campaigns.
Shift sales orientation
ABM shifts the mindset of the marketing
team to be more like the sales team in
that they will have accounts. This mental
shift is crucial to efficiently aligning
sales and marketing teams on the ABM
strategy and goals.
Improves buyer experiences
The buyer experience is improved
through personalized content across
all channels and across time. No
matter what stage the persona is at
in the buying process, your content
perpetuates their trust and loyalty over
time.

ABM DELIVERS THE
HIGHEST RETURN ON
INVESTMENT OF ANY
B2B MARKETING
STRATEGY OR TACTIC.
PERIOD.
ITSMA,
Account-Based Marketing Survey

THREE KEY
BENEFICIARIES
OF ABM
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Marketing
ABM aligns and strengthens your
sales and marketing teams by unifying
them behind a singular account
strategy. Together, they can orchestrate
consistent, relevant campaigns that
provide a higher ROI for their efforts.
Such value-added marketing bolsters
your brand’s reputation and fortifies
customer preference in your company.

Clients
Not only will your clients better
understand your company’s products
and solutions, but they will feel better
understood as a result of your in-depth
analysis. With your tailored approach,
clients are guaranteed to be more
satisfied with your offerings and want to
develop a deeper partnership.

Sales
After ABM earns you the status of
trusted vendor and partner, you’ll foster
deeper conversations that will lead to
a deeper understanding of your client’s
needs. When these needs are known,
you and your coordinated teams can
leverage this insider insight to uncover
new opportunities to increase revenue
and market share.

WHAT ARE PEOPLE SAYING ABOUT ABM?

45%

increase in click-through
rates from advertising
Gartner, 2019, Tech Go-toMarket: Plan, Build and Manage
a Successful Account-Based
Marketing Program

73%

of B2B marketers have
already implemented
or are planning to
implement ABM in the
next 12-24 months
ITSMA and ABM Leadership
Alliance Account Based Marketing
Benchmarking Survey, July 2017

25%
higher win rates

Gartner, 2019, Tech Go-toMarket: Plan, Build and Manage
a Successful Account-Based
Marketing Program

80%

of organizations are
planning to purchase
new solutions in four or
more ABM technology
categories in 2018,
driving a 28% increase
in ABM technology
investments
ITSMA and ABM Leadership
Alliance Account Based Marketing
Benchmarking Survey, July 2017
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70%

increase in opportunities
created
Gartner, 2019, Tech Go-toMarket: Plan, Build and Manage
a Successful Account-Based
Marketing Program

40%

Marketers doing ABM
are 40% more likely
to report alignment
with their sales team
compared to marketers
not doing ABM.
Bizible’s State of Pipeline Marketing
Report 2016

BLASTOFF!
THE FIVE STEPS TO GET
STARTED WITH ABM
Just like NASA had a pilot program,
your company needs one too! No need
to cannonball into the ABM universe
right away. You can dip your toes in and
gradually shape your pilot program until
you’re comfortable and confident.
At the outset, there are no strict rules for
how to balance your marketing efforts.
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In fact, most companies discover that
it’s best to mix and balance their tactics
depending on their goals and the type of
target accounts they’re after.
Ready to launch your pilot program?
Here are the five simple steps to start
your ABM excursion!

STEP 1:

SELECT YOUR
TARGET ACCOUNTS
“TARGETING THE RIGHT ACCOUNTS IS THE
SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT ABM STRATEGY.”
TOPO Research & Advisory

ABM is distinguished by the
way it focuses effort and
resources on a smaller number
of high-value accounts with
the greatest revenue potential.
Therefore, the first step in your
ABM journey is to select those
target accounts.
Though sales and marketing
are collaborators throughout all
ABM processes, it’s important
that the sales team feels they
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own the account selection.
Buy-in is critical to the success
of ABM because when the
marketing team engages with a
target account, the sales team
needs to feel equally excited
about the interaction.
So, how do you select
and organize these target
accounts?
We’ll show you.

IT’S INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT
TO PICK YOUR ACCOUNTS
WISELY. YOU’RE ONLY GOING
TO HAVE THE BANDWIDTH TO
EFFECTIVELY WORK A CERTAIN
NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS. AND
IF YOU PICK THE WRONG ONES,
YOU’RE GOING TO BE WASTING
YOUR TEAM’S TIME ON LEADS
THAT WON’T AMOUNT TO
ANYTHING.

Sam Laber,
Founder of Spoonful and
previously of Datanyze

SELECT, SCORE,
AND SPOTLIGHT
TARGET ACCOUNTS
Essentially, the key aspects that
determine your selection are fit and
interest. To determine if a company
is a good fit and has interest in your
product or service, configure a scoring
model based on past performance
and engagement data, firmographics,
technographics, and forecasting data.
However, when starting a simple
ABM pilot program, try answering
the questions in the box to the right
to help establish initial companies to

consider. To simplify this process, it’s
recommended you at least get to the
second level of the account selection
maturity model (see model below).
Ideally, you’ll be able to quantify and
then rank which companies possess
the most potential, and then you’ll be
able to prioritize resources. Better yet,
this process will allow your teams to
identify an ideal company profile that will
help you more easily recognize future
potential clients.

Which companies, industries, and
market segments have we sold to
most effectively in the past?
What type of accounts have
provided the most revenue over
time?
Which companies, industries, and
market segments have provided
the most strategic value for us?
Which company traits have
correlated most closely to our
sales successes?

AN ACCOUNT SELECTION MATURITY MODEL
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Questions for
Company Selection

Level 1:
Self-selection

Level 2:
Primary Data

Level 3:
Manual Scoring

Level 4:
Predictive Scoring

Which company characteristics
should eliminate an account from
being considered?

Based on your
team’s intuition and
experience

Combine with basic
data

Add advanced
acquired data

Create simple
scoring scheme

Apply an advanced
scoring model

Use ABM tools and
interfaces to apply
predictive scoring
models

Which accounts do we already
have a strong relationship with?

STEP 2:

IDENTIFY KEY
PEOPLE AND
KEY INSIGHTS
Produce personas:
As ABM is all about personalized
content, you’ll need to create three to
five personas for each account’s buying
team. Go a step further to create a
second tier of personas of the buying
team’s influencers. Find potential
contacts and compile data from:
• Existing data in your CRM, marketing
automation or ERP systems
• LinkedIn, media or event websites,
industry forums, and social media
• Call into the account to build out
contacts
• Email conventions like
‘first.last@company.com’ can be used
to discover email addresses when you
only have names
• Contact lists purchased from
reputable providers
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Identify target contacts:
Research the account’s influencers.
Specifically, find out the following details:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job title
Tenure
Decision-making hierarchy
Account affiliation
Activity/engagement history
Skills and proficiencies
Experience with your category
Personal goals
Personal pain points

Organize your research:
Create an “influence matrix.” This gives
your team insight into each account’s
decision-making processes and reduces
your sales cycles.

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT ON AVERAGE,
UP TO 12 BUYERS PARTICIPATE IN
THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
FOR HIGH-VALUE PRODUCTS.
THIS MEANS YOUR COORDINATED
TEAMS NEED TO CONTEXTUALIZE
EACH PERSONA AND RELATIONSHIP
IN AN ACCOUNT TO NAVIGATE HOW
TO INTERACT WITH ANY PERSON
THAT COMES INTO THE SYSTEM.

ACCOUNT-SPECIFIC
INSIGHTS
WHAT INSIGHTS SHOULD
YOU LOOK FOR?
Account-specific insight is how you’ll
customize your content to make
every engagement impactful. It’s also
the only way ABM is effective. When
you know what motivates your target
accounts, you’ll be able to do so with
content that informs and entertains
them, as well as adds value to their
lives.
When you consistently apply insight
in this way, your specified account
influencers will trust your brand.
When you have their trust, they will
be more likely to open and read your
emails, consume and share your
content, attend your events, take your
calls, and you’ll see an improvement
in the effectiveness of your meetings
with them.
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The company’s:
Priorities
Financial health and growth
Ability and likelihood for renewals
SWOT
Relationships:
Contact profiles and personas
Relationships within the organization
Relationship maps with your organization
The company’s buying centers:
Organization chart
Blank spaces within organizations
(to visualize missing opportunities)
The company’s market:
Major trends
Industry competitors and relationships
Growth drivers and barriers

The Apple Dropped
Newton’s discovery of gravity
was insightful because it put
the universe in context and
reshaped the way we think
about the world around us.
Your ABM strategy insights
will provide your team with
context to discover the way
you should reshape your
engagement with your target
accounts.

IN A SIRIUSDECISIONS STUDY,
30% OF MARKETERS WHO WORKED
IN AN ACCOUNT-BASED MANNER
REPORTED AN ENGAGEMENT
INCREASE GREATER THAN 100%
WITH THEIR C-LEVEL TARGETS
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STEP 3:

CUSTOMIZED
CONTENT CREATION
As long as it’s tailored and relevant, all
sales and marketing platforms you’d
usually use to deliver content are
effective in your ABM program. The idea
is to pursue tactics and formats that
engage your targeted audience best.
Some personas read blog posts, while
others would rather watch YouTube
videos.
You can’t catch the eye of decisionmakers, let alone form a long-lasting
relationship with them, if you use

generic messages or commonly-used
content. McKinsey & Company found
that personalized engagement reduces
acquisition costs by as much as 50%
and increases revenues by up to 15%.
This is why all your ABM content should
be prepared by applying your research
about the person and the company
to prove you understand their most
pressing challenges and you can help
solve them.

CONTENT PERSONALIZATION SPECTRUM
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100% personalized

Very personalized

More tailored

Customized

Industry-wide

Multi-sector

Broad

Specific to a targeted
account AND persona

For multiple
personas at a single
target account

Heavily adapted
pre-existing content
for one account

Lightly adapted
pre-existing content
for one account

Specific to one
industry

Related markets
(e.g., agriculture and
food processing)

Generically made for
all targets

CREATING CONTENT
WITH CONTEXT
THE ABM CONTENT CREATION CHECKLIST
Conduct a content audit
Now that you’ve done your
homework and created the
personas, it’s time for the integral
step of coupling content to those
personas.
While some studies show a large
portion of high-level stakeholders
are willing to read unsolicited
marketing materials if relevant
to their business, the crux of
these findings is that the content
must be relevant, and perhaps
even tailored specifically to their
business.

To be persuasive to buyers,
your personalized content
must indicate:
• Your awareness, knowledge,
and understanding of their
particular business issues.
• Your awareness, knowledge,
and understanding of their
industry.
• That you have fresh
perspectives and innovative
ideas to advance their
business.

Find and review your existing
content that is potentially relevant
Organize and tag it by account, persona,
purchase, issues, and stages
Identify content gaps

Adapt existing content
Choose relevant, usable content
Edit selected content to make it account-relevant

Create new content

“PERSONA PLUS INDUSTRY IS
WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS.
THAT’S POWERFUL TARGETING.”
Bizible’s State of Pipeline
Marketing Report 2016
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Prioritize themes and issues based on
your account research and insights
Identify other resources
(e.g., subject matter experts, existing content, etc.)
Generate a content creation calendar
Create and assign content briefs to internal teams

STEP 4:

ORCHESTRATE
ACCOUNTFOCUSED
CAMPAIGNS.
ACTION TIME!

DON’T COUNT THE
PEOPLE THAT YOU
REACH; REACH THE
PEOPLE THAT COUNT.

David Ogilvy,
Founder of
Ogilvy & Mather

3 ... 2 ... 1... Blast off! It’s time to take
action in your ABM program and put
your targeted messaging from Step 3 in
front of your identified stakeholders.
Unlike with inbound marketing, you
won’t be waiting for audiences to
stumble upon your content. Instead,
you’re going to ensure your targets see
and absorb your customized messages
via sequenced coordination of different
activities, campaigns, and platforms.

FIVE COMMON TACTICS
OF ABM PROFESSIONALS
Field events
Such events provide valuable faceto-face interaction, which is the most
powerful way to initiate high-quality
discussions, strengthen relationships, or
accelerate deals.
Personal email
In ABM, email is not an automated
message-deliverer. On the contrary,
email is a platform for one-to-one human
connections, with each interaction
providing distinct messages that
personally resonate with and engage a
target.
Direct mail
Many clients perceive offers sent by mail
to be more valuable than digital-only
offers, and ABM practitioners have seen
increased ROI when integrating direct
mail into a campaign.
Web personalization
Web personalization technology can
be used to detect a webpage visitor’s
company and industry, and to then
customize your site’s images, case
studies, and deals based on that
account.
Account advertising
Though a more popularly used strategy,
basic advertising in ABM is one of the
least effective methods.
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STEP 5:

MEASURING
SUCCESS
ABM strategies are intended to deliver
improved ROI, bigger deals, higher win
rates, and more lifetime customers. But
ABM requires new metrics to measure
success and illustrate its value over
traditional marketing. Some aspects to
measure include:
ROI
Compare the non-targeted account’s
lifetime value versus the customer
acquisition cost ratio to the targeted
account’s lifetime value versus the cost
per closed-won account ratio.
Deal size
Compare your target accounts’ average
annual contract value to the untargeted
accounts.
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Win rate
Compare your opportunity-to-close rate
of target accounts versus non-target
accounts.
Sales cycle
Compare the target accounts’ sales
cycles over months to your company’s
cycles
Retention rate
Track the percentage of customers that
remain customers in the subsequent
periods since employing the ABM
strategy.
Net promoter score (NPS)
To gauge both target and non-target
accounts’ loyalty to the brand.

MEASURING
MEANS MATCHING
When transitioning from demand generation
to ABM, there are always challenges, but
lead-to-account matching can help.

Pre sales
What is Lead-to-Account Matching?
A common ABM issue is not attaching your
leads and their activities to their respective
target accounts. This is when you need to think
about lead-to-account (L2A) matching. L2A
matching is when you use your CRM to identify
which account each lead should be connected
to so you can precisely measure your ABM
programs and interactions with that account.
The foundation of ABM metrics
is L2A matching
Leads don’t automatically attach to accounts
in many CRMs. This, of course, leads to
leads getting mislead, wasted time, reporting
challenges, and limited account visibility.
Without connecting contacts to appropriate
account-level information (e.g., employee size,
HQ location, issues and opportunities) you
won’t get anywhere in your ABM journey. If you
don’t have these tangible connections, your
teams won’t be able to guide account personas
down the appropriate purchasing funnel with
personalized content.
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Inside sales

Sales

Marketing

Benefits of L2A matching
Experienced ABM marketers have
seen and experienced the benefits
of L2A matching. The most common
benefits they report on include improved
customer experiences, better-quality
prospect journeys, boosted sales rep
productivity, smooth lead management
and integrated account analytics.
When you do L2A matching right, leads
are routed, developed, and measured
appropriately throughout the buying

journey. L2A matching is win-win: Your
teams save time and effort and your
target accounts get the appropriate
attention they want, when they want it.
L2A matching allows you to ensure your
account managers, who have the most
insight into the opportunities and needs
of an account, can spend quality time
solving their accounts’ needs. To save
you time in the long-run, it’s worth the
effort to work on L2A matching in your
CRM system from the beginning.

PRACTITIONER
VIEWPOINT

B2B marketers have recognized the
benefits of using a targeted, personalized
engagement approach since the 1990s.
Back then, however, we didn’t have the
right technology to efficiently navigate
and scale such an approach.
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Now, with robust CRM systems, big
data, AI, automation, and predictive
analytics, such approaches are
possible. Moreover, these tools enable
coordinated, efficient efforts across
teams.

Successful ABM calls for internal buyin and commitment, but it’s doable in
bite-sized chunks. ABM is not just a
series of tactics, but a shift in mindset
across teams toward working together
to give customers customized attention.
Working together, teams can create
unique identities and in-depth profiles
for each target account. With such
knowledge, sales and marketing teams
are able to customize each engagement
to position a company within that
account accordingly.

ABM is changing the game, and after
working with many companies on their
ABM strategies and pilot programs, I’ve
seen some trends emerge. First, more
and more companies are seeking to
integrate ABM into their marketing mix.
Second, companies that have integrated
ABM into their efforts over time have
reported significantly higher ROI.

Today, the demand for personalization is
greater than ever. With inbound demand
generation, your teams waste countless
hours and effort on non-starters. With
ABM, such leads are filtered out. Instead,
ABM processes allow these teams to
become experts on targeted accounts
and find more meaning in their efforts
because each engagement is valuable.

“IT’S SIMPLE: IF YOU HAVE
HIGH-VALUE PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES REQUIRING
MONTHS OF WORK FROM A
BUYING TEAM, IT’S A SMART
IDEA TO BLEND ABM INTO
YOUR MARKETING PROGRAMS
TO BE SECURE, EFFICIENT,
AND SUCCESSFUL IN THE
LONG RUN.”
Jonathan Winch,
Head of cylindr’s ABM transformation
team in the Copenhagen office

ACTIVATING ABM
FOR THE LONG TERM
ABM is not a sprint; it’s a relay
marathon. It is a long-term,
account-focused strategy aligning
marketing and sales teams on a
solid foundation of shared goals.
Don’t make your ABM a flash in the
pan; make it stick.
Start with aligning your teams by
referring to accounts, not leads. Set up
ABM workshops to identify your ideal
accounts, agree on metrics, and build
a foundation of account-centric data
infrastructure. Such workshops can
turn into regular meetings that discuss
strategies and analyze your integrated
platforms’ data.
Remember that ABM is evolving
because your buyers are evolving, too.
Artificial intelligence and automation
are instigating a cultural shift, and ABM
responds to it with authenticity and
atomization. Know that ABM requires
long-term strategic thinking, but that
this longitudinal attitude will keep your
business competitive for years to come.

Update LinkedIn profile to “ABM Virtuoso”

Promote your ABM prowess
to the entire company
Sink into spray and pray methods
because more email is surely better, right?
Snatch money from anywhere you can
to buy ABM ads and mailers

The sales team is frazzled
because the number of quality
leads is starting to fall

Launch pilot. Measure results. Optimize strategies. Repeat.

Scrape together an ABM campaign
with half-hearted customization

Conduct in-depth research on your targets to create a clear
value proposition and a customized multi-platform narrative
Carefully decide the objectives, target accounts,
and priorities for your ABM pilot program

Purchase some ABM tools

Determine better measurements for long-term ABM success

Hear about ABM
at conferences

Actually align your sales and marketing teams for an ABM pilot

Read about ABM

Technological
Tipping Point

Once you’ve seen some success. Scale it. Smile.

Pretend it was always your plan to
change directions at this time

Peak of
Exaggerated
Expectations

Ditch of
Disillusionment

Incline of
Engagement

Path of
Productivity
Toward Prosperity

Source:
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@steve_watt1

REMEMBER, ABM IS A LONG-TERM
INVESTMENT: DEMANDBASE FOUND
THAT COMPANIES THAT HAD USED
ABM FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR
SAW A 10% INCREASE IN REVENUE,
WHILE 19% REPORTED AN
INCREASE OF OVER 30%.
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FURTHER READING
Looking to learn more about ABM? We have three other
ABM ebooks you might be interested in browsing:

ABM INSIGHTS

GETTING STARTED WITH
We have three other ABM e-books
you might be interested in browsing:

ACCOUNT-BASED
MARKETING

We have three other ABM e-books
you might be interested in browsing:

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMED NON VERITAS

ALIGNING FOR ABM
In this ebook, we look at how
you can get buy-in for an ABM
strategy and gradually move
away from demand generated
activities. We cover how to start
a pilot program and how to align
the marketing and sales teams.
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL
LANDSCAPE
Technology can be super helpful
in supporting you reach your
goals along multiple phases of
your ABM journey. This ebook
is a basic guide to the roles and
uses of technology in ABM.

ABM

GETTING STARTED WITH

ACCOUNT-BASED
CONTENT
CREATION

We have three other ABM e-books
you might be interested in browsing:

MARKETING

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMED NON VERITAS

CONTENT CREATION
ABM is powerful, but only as
powerful as the content you
create. If it’s not correct, it could
cost you. This ebook providesall
the vital elements needed to
create or adapt your content
strategy to your ABM approach.

NOTES
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ABOUT CYLINDR
B2B storytellers, content marketers
& copywriters in Copenhagen with a
unique global presence
We love getting geeky, writing and
creating content about all the technical
details, yet we recognize that making
meaningful, trusted connections with
people comes first.
The Danish representative of BBN –
ranked by B2B Marketing as the no. 1
international B2B marcomms agency –
we have 29 countries within easy reach
to provide you with everything you need
to transition into an ABM strategy. We’re
experts in developing concepts and
delivering captivating, effective content
around the globe.
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